
The iTrolley 

Computer Trolleys by Process Systems Services 

The Process Systems Services Pty Ltd 
Laptop trolley has been designed 
especially for schools, colleges or 
universities and is 100% manufactured 
in Australia.  

Made of steel, it is strong, sturdy and holds 
upto 10 laptops with a covered tray on top 
which stores the computer chargers (power 
supply units). 

Simply plug the trolley into any convenient 
power point and all 10 computers can be 
charging overnight whilst safely and 
securely stored away. 

Price $1,465.00 
(Price Includes GST - Shipping Costs Extra) 

 
 

Order computer trolleys direct from the 
manufacturer:- 

Process Systems Services Pty Ltd 
Tel: (Local) - 02 9618 7366 

Tel: (International) - +61 2 9618 7366 
or Email:  sales@process-systems.com.au 

The iTrolley  

Look at these features...!  
 

* Powder coated finish  
* Sturdy and rigid construction  

* Fabric lined shelves are non scratching 
* Fabric lined tray for chargers and power leads 

* 10 Point Charger with plug connection to mains supply 
* Lockable metal bar for security and for safety during transit  

* Large rear wheels for rough terrain or moving up and down stairs  
* Smooth running front castors with foot operated brake for sloping areas  

* Tip onto back wheels or move smoothly across level surfaces on four wheels
* Compact storage - the base is only 57 cm x 57 cm with an overall height of 130
* The high level security features include wheel locking bolt and combination padl

Computer Trolleys 
 
The well proven iTrolley manufactured in Australia by Process Systems Services has 
way in quality and features for many years. Our top-selling basic 10-shelf Laptop tro
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now offered with various options aimed at improving the overall functions of the troll
making it more than just a cart....... 
 
* iTrolley - P This iTrolley has eight storage compartments for Laptops and an extra 
shelf for secure storage of a computer projector. The top storage compartment for th
chargers is fitted with a horizontal lid which can be used as an elevated stand for the
projector when it is being used in the classroom or lecture theatre. 
 
* iTrolley - R This iTrolley is similar in design to the 'iTrolley P' except the extra deep
storage shelf can be used for an RF Transmitter such as the Apple Airport unit. 
 
* iTrolley - S This model is fitted with an additional shelf located behind the handle w
can be hinged up and locked in place when in use. It is used as a stand for a laptop 
computer in conjunction with a projector when a teacher or tutor is doing a classroom
presentation. 
 
* Any of these variations can be ordered in isolation or all together. For example - if
'iTrolley - PRS' is ordered it will have 6 storage shelves for the Laptop Computers, a 
seventh shelf for storage of the RF device, a deeper eighth shelf for storage of the pr
and a rear shelf for use as a Laptop stand. 
 
More than just a cart - now a functional work station. Suitable for all Laptops, Notebo
iBooks, PowerBooks and PC Laptops. 
 
All models still come with the earlier security features of shelf locking bar and locking
wheels. 
 

Enquiries welcomed from Re-sellers 
Generous Terms Available! 

Process Systems Services Pty Ltd 
19 Liverpool Street INGLEBURN 

NSW 2565 Australia 
Tel: +612 9618 7366 
Fax: +612 9618 7399 

E-mail: sales@process-systems.com.au 
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